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July Quotes 
 
 
"Bulls make money. Bears make money. Pigs get slaughtered."  Anon
 
"Don't try to buy at the bottom and sell at the top. It can't be done except by liars ... I 
made my money by selling too soon." 

Bernard Baruch

 
"A market is the combined behavior of thousands of people responding to information, 
misinformation and whim." 

Kenneth Chang

 
"Emotions are your worst enemy in the stock market." Don Hays
 
"He who does without the praise of the crowd will not deny himself an opportunity to be 
his own adherent." 

Karl Kraus

 
"I have always said that if I were a rich man I would employ a profesional praiser." Osbert Sitwell, 

Wisdom
 
"A man desires praise that he may be reassured, that he may be quit of his doubting of 
himself; he is indifferent to applause when he is confident of success." 

Alec Waugh, On 
Doing What One 

Likes
 
"People only see what they are prepared to see." Ralph Waldo 

Emerson
 
"Welcome anything that comes to you, but do not long for anything else." André Gide, The 

Fruits of the Earth
 
"I wish they would only take me as I am." Vincent Van Gogh 

(Dear Theo: Autobiography 
of Vincent Van Gogh)

 
"The lady doth protest too much, methinks." William 

Shakespeare, 
"Hamlet, Act III, 

Scene 2"
 
"He who is unable to live in society, or who has no need because he is sufficient for 
himself, must be either a beast or a god." 

Aristotle, Politics

 
"He never is alone that is accompanied with noble thoughts." Fletcher, Love's 

Cure, 1647
 
"Solitude is as needful to the imagination as society is wholesome for the character." James Russell 

Lowell, Among My 
Books, 1870

 
"A solitary, unused to speaking of what he sees and feels, has mental experiences which 
are at once more intense and less articulate than those of a gregarious man." 

Thomas Mann, Death 
in Venice, 1911

 
"Solitude is the profoundest fact of the human condition. Man is the only being who 
knows he is alone." 

Octavio Paz, The 
Labyrinth of Solitude, 

1950
 
"There are places and moments in which one is so completely alone that one sees the 
world entire." 

Jules Renard, 
Journal, December, 

1900
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"Solitude vivifies; isolation kills." Joseph Roux, 

Meditations of a 
Parish Priest, 1886

 
"Only in solitude do we find ourselves; and in finding ourselves, we find in ourselves all 
our brothers in solitude." 

Miguel de Unanimo, 
Essays and 

Soliloquies, 1924
 
"We are rarely proud when we are alone." Voltaire, 

Philosophical 
Dictionary, 1764

 


